
Constraint Retraction in FDPhilippe Codognet1 Daniel Diaz1 Francesca Rossi21 INRIA - Rocquencourt, B.P. 105, 78153 Le Chesnay Cedex, France.E-mail: fPhilippe.Codognet,Daniel.Diazg@inria.fr2 Universit�a di Pisa, Dipartimento di Informatica, Corso Italia 40, 56100 Pisa, Italy.E-mail: rossi@di.unipi.itAbstract. The possibility of deleting a piece of information is very con-venient in many programming frameworks. However, this feature is notavailable in constraint languages such as Constraint Logic Programmingor Concurrent Constraint Programming, which allow only for a mono-tonic accumulation of constraints. This is mainly due to its high com-plexity and also to its non-monotonic nature, which would make such asystem much more complex to reason with. In this paper we consider theCLP framework over FD (�nite domain) constraints, and we propose anincremental algorithm which deletes a constraint from a set of FD con-straints, while maintaining partial arc-consistency. The algorithm followsthe chain of dependencies among variables which are set by the natureof the FD constraints, and by doing so it updates only the part of theconstraint set which is a�ected by the deletion. This makes constraintdeletion in FD a feasible task that can be e�ciently implemented.1 IntroductionConstraint Logic Programming (CLP) [9, 15] and Concurrent Constraint Pro-gramming (CC) [13] are both based on the notion of monotonic re�nement ofdomains of variables. In fact, the computation consists of a monotonic accu-mulation of constraints. However, it is clear that the possibility of removingconstraints could be very useful in many applications, especially those requiringsome level of interaction between the system and the user. Nevertheless, extend-ing constraint solvers to non-monotonic behaviors selectively raises a numberof di�culties, much similar in nature to those appearing in non-monotonic rea-soning. Observe however that we have in CLP a distinction between the logicalpredicates (or the agents in the CC framework) and the constraints and thatwe will only consider non-monotonicity in the constraint part, making thingssomewhat easier.The main point of this paper is the problem of the incrementality of theoperations to be done on constraint deletion, because one cannot be satis�edwith an algorithm that recomputes the whole status of the computation fromscratch or from the point where the constraint that one wants to delete wasintroduced (as a traditional CLP system would do, relying on chronologicalbacktracking). Instead, the hope is to get an incremental algorithm which isable to keep as much as possible of the computation already done, redoing onlythe subcomputations directly depending on the deleted constraint.



In domains where the solver has a global view over the store, i.e. all con-straints are always present and accessible, it is possible to delete a constraintand all its e�ects on variables domains in a single step close to a normal con-straint solving step. Instances of global solvers traditionally used in CLP aresimplex methods for linear arithmetic constraints over reals or rationals, andboolean solvers based on Binary Decision Diagrams. Incremental deletion of lin-ear arithmetic constraint has recently been studied in [8]. However in domainswhere the constraint solver has only a local view over the store, i.e. constraintsare only accessible through variables on which they depend, constraint deletionis more complex. Propagation techniques like AC [10], AC-4 [11] and AC-5 [17]for �nite domains, or uni�cation over �rst-order terms are instances of such localsolvers. Up to now, the deletion of uni�cation constraints in Prolog-like systemshas been tackled by so-called selective reset in extended intelligent backtrack-ing methods [3, 7]. However, even if such methods can be extended to �nitedomain constraints [5, 14], they rely on complex dependency-recording mecha-nisms that amount to runtime overhead, even if no deletion is later used. Instead,we would like to take advantage of the dependency information already presentin the constraint network (and use only this information) for avoiding such for-ward overhead and rather (re)compute constraint dependencies explicitly in ane�cient way whenever a constraint deletion occurs.This paper presents an algorithm for the incremental deletion of constraintsover �nite domains in the FD constraint system [16]. More precisely, we extendand adapt traditional propagation techniques to selectively delete, from the cur-rent constraint set, a constraint and all its consequences on a�ected variables,while maintaining the rest of the problem untouched.The algorithm presented here is close in spirit to the one described in [12].However, due to the di�erent constraint system considered (in [12] they deleteconstraints from a set of constraints explicitly represented as sets of allowedtuples, as in classical constraint solving [10]) and to the fact the FD constraintsare always kept in a partially arc-consistent state, we have to address di�erentproblems in order to obtain an algorithm which achieves the desired deletion.2 The FD Constraint SystemThe FD constraint system has been extensively used in many CLP and CCprogramming systems (like cc(FD) [16], clp(FD) [6, 4], or AKL(FD) [2]), themain reason being that it provides the user with the full range of arithmeticand symbolic constraints while being very simple and e�cient to handle at theimplementation level. For instance, the clp(FD) system, a constraint logic pro-gramming language based on FD constraints, shows that exibility and e�ciencycan indeed be combined, as it is on average several times faster than the CHIPsystem [1].A domain in FD is a (non empty) �nite set of natural numbers (i.e. a range).More precisely a range is a subset of f0; 1; :::; infinityg where infinity is a par-ticular integer denoting the greatest value that a variable can take. We use the



interval notation k1::k2 as a shorthand for the set fk1; k1 + 1; :::; k2g. From arange r we de�ne min(r) (resp., max(r)) as the lower (resp., upper) bound ofr. In addition to standard operations on sets (e.g. union, intersection, comple-mentation) we de�ne pointwise operations (+;�; �; =) between a range r and aninteger i as the set obtained by applying the corresponding operation on eachelement of d. Finally, Vd is the set of FD variables, i.e. variables constrained totake a value in a given domain.Constraints in FD are all of the form X in r. Intuitively, a constraint X in renforces X to belong to the range denoted by r that can be not only a constantrange (e.g. 1::10) but also an indexical range using dom(Y ) that represents thewhole current domain of Y , or min(Y ) that represents the minimal value ofthe current domain of Y , or max(Y ) that represents the maximal value of thecurrent domain of Y . When an X in r constraint uses an indexical on anothervariable Y it becomes store-sensitive and must be checked each time the domainof Y is updated. A store is a �nite set of constraints. See [4] for the completesyntax of FD constraints.Complex constraints such as linear equations and inequations can be de�nedin terms of the FD constraints. For instance the constraint X = Y + C, whereC is a constant, is translated (via a clausal notation) into two FD constraints asfollows :X=Y+C :- X in min(Y)+C..max(Y)+C,Y in min(X)-C..max(X)-C.Observe that this translation has also an operational avour. In fact, it spec-i�es the type of propagation chosen to solve the constraint: in the above examplepartial lookahead is used, but full lookahead could have been speci�ed as well byusing the dom(Y) indexical term (see algorithm Add in the next section). The Xin r constraint can thus be seen as embedding the core propagation mechanismfor constraint solving over FD.Let c be a constraint of the form X in r. X is called the constrained variableof c, denoted by cv(c). We write V (c) for the set of variables on which c depends(i.e. appearing in the indexical range r). Consider a store (set of constraints)S containing c, we note C(X) the set of all constraints depending on X (i.e.C(X) = fc0 2 S=X 2 V (c0)g). A constraint c is said static if V (c) = ;. A store Son a set of variables V ar is well-formed if 8X;Y 2 V ar; ((9c 2 C(X) s. t. Y =cv(c)) ) (9c0 2 C(Y ) s. t. X = cv(c0))). We will consider a graph-like descrip-tion of the store, where variables are nodes and FD constraints are hyperarcs,say c, whose sources are the variable involved in the range (that is, V (c)) andwhose target is the constrained variable cv(c).Given a set of FD constraint C, a constraint c entailed by C is just a pieceof information which is already contained in C. More formally, consider a set ofFD constraints C, involving the set of variables V . Let us call Sol(C) the setof all instantiations of variables in V to elements of their domains such that allconstraints in C are satis�ed. Then, two sets of FD constraints C and C 0 aresaid to be equivalent if Sol(C) = Sol(C 0). Consider now a set of FD constraintsC over V and a constraint c over V 0 � V . Then we say that C entails c, writtenC ` c, if Sol(C) projected over V 0 is a subset of Sol(c).



As said above, FD constraints are always kept in a stable state, which can becalled partially arc-consistent for its resemblance to arc-consistency [10]. Moreprecisely, given a set of FD constraints C, we say that C is partially arc-consistentif, for each constraint X in r in C, the domain of X is smaller than or equalto the value of r. For example, the set of FD constraints fX in 2..10, X indom(Y)+1, Y in 9..10g is not partially arc-consistent, since the domain of Xcontains all values between 2 and 10, whereas the range of the second con-straint evaluates to f10; 11g. Instead, the set of FD constraints fX in f10g,X in dom(Y)+1, Y in 9..10g is partially arc-consistent. Observe that we talkabout partial arc-consistency �rstly because of the use of directional constraints(such as X in dom(Y)+1 in the previous example, which has no Y in dom(X)-1counterpart for ensuring full arc-consistency) and, secondly, because of the pos-sible use of the min and max indexicals. Also, arc-consistency assumes binaryconstraints while we may have constraints with arity greater than 2.Observe that both classical arc-consistency [10] and partial arc-consistencyfor FD constraints do not ensure global consistency (i.e., satis�ability). Thismakes it possible to have polynomial algorithms, whereas checking satis�abilityis NP-complete.3 Constraint AdditionWhenever a new constraint is added to the current set, the corresponding FDconstraints are added to the current set of FD constraints. This makes some vari-able domain to be restricted (the domain of the constrained variable), and sucha restriction propagates to other variable domains through the FD constraints,until stability (that is, partial arc-consistency). Formally, for any variable X , letus call DX the current value of the domain of X . Then the algorithm whichachieves stability over a set C of FD constraints, called Add(C) in the following,can be described as follows.1. forall c 2 C do push(c)2. while stack not empty do3. c := pop4. let c = X in r5. compute r in the current store6. DX-old := DX7. DX := DX \ r8. if DX-old 6= DX9. then forall c0 2 C(X) do push(c0)In words, this algorithm considers each constraint, say X in r, to see whetherit can be used to reduce the domain of X . If so, then such a domain is reduced(line 7) and all constraints depending onX are put into the stack to be considered(line 9). For example, assume we have the following constraints: c1 = X indom(Y)-1, c2 = X in 1..10, c3 = Y in dom(Z)-1, c4 = Y in 1..10 and c5 =Z in 10..20. Then, by considering c3, the domain of Y is restricted to contain



only 9 and 10, thus: Y in 9..10. Then, by considering c1 (and the newly induceddomain of Y ), we get X in 8..9. Thus the stable situation is the one in whichc2 is replaced by X in 8..9 and c4 by Y in 9..10. Note that c5 remains thesame, although it is clear that there could be no solution if Z is di�erent from10 or 11, because there is no indexical constraint which constraints Z.Theorem1 (termination). Given a set of FD constraints C, algorithm Add(C)terminates in a �nite number of steps.Proof. The statement of the theorem follows from the fact that all domains are�nite and can only decrease in size, and that thus the condition in line 8 can besatis�ed only a �nite number of times.2Theorem2 (equivalence). Given a set of FD constraints C, consider the storeC 0 = Add(C). Take now any constraint c. Then, C ` c if and only if C 0 ` c.Proof. The only changes performed by algorithm Add to the given store C aree�ect of the execution of line 7, which possibly reduces the domain of a variable,say X , to the elements which are in the current range of a constraint c con-straining X . Thus, the elements which are removed from DX are values that, ifgiven to X , would violate some of the constraints (at least c). This means thatthe set of variable instantiations which satisfy all the constraints in C remainsthe same after the application of the algorithm. Since a constraint entailed by astore S is just a subset of the instantiations allowed by all the constraints in S,also such subsets will be the same.2Theorem3 (order independence). Given a set of FD constraints C, con-sider the application of algorithm Add to C via a certain strategy S1 to pushconstraints into the stack, resulting in a store C1. Consider also the applicationof the same algorithm to C via a di�erent strategy S2, resulting in a store C2.Then we have that C1 = C2.Proof. It is easy to see that the operation of domain reduction is a closureoperator. That is, it is idempotent (that is, by performing the same reductionon the same domain twice nothing changes), extensive (that is, by reducing adomain we always get a smaller domain), and monotone (that is, if we startfrom a smaller domain, then we get a smaller result). Classical results on closureoperators state that they are characterized by their �xed points and not by theway such points are reached. Thus the statements of the theorem.2Theorem4 (partial arc-consistency). Given a set of FD constraints C andthe set C 0 = Add(C), C 0 is partially arc-consistent.Proof. This follows immediately from the fact that line 7 of the algorithm con-tinues to restrict the domain of a variable constrained by a constraint c to thevalues that are in the range of c until no more restrictions can be done. Thus,when the algorithm terminates, for any constraint c, we have that its rangecannot be smaller than the domain of the variable constrained by c.2



The algorithm above is not incremental, that is, it achieves stability overa set of constraints without considering which constraint has been added morerecently and whether the set of constraints was in a stable state before its ad-dition. An incremental version which assumes to start from a stable set of FDconstraints C and a new constraint to be added, say c = X in r, can be obtainedby the algorithm above by replacing line 1 with the following: push(c). The newalgorithm is thus a function with two arguments, and thus will be referred toin the following by Add(C; c). In this way the domain reduction is initiated byconstraint c and is propagated through the graph via adjacent constraints, andconstraints which have nothing to do with X are never considered. For this in-cremental algorithm, all properties proved above still hold, except for the oneproved by Theorem 4, which now holds only if we start from a partially arc-consistent store. In more general terms, one could consider the addition of morethan one constraint at a time. In this case the algorithm Add(C; S), where Cand S are sets of constraints, starts by pushing all the constraints in S in thequeue, that is, line 1 of Add(C) becomes: forall c 2 S do push(c).Time Complexity. Assume that m is the number of constraints in C, d themaximal cardinality of a variable domain, a the maximal number of variables aconstraint might depend on (that is, its arity minus one), and k the maximalcardinality of C(X) for any X . The while loop can be executed as many timesas constraints can be pushed in the stack. A constraint c will be pushed only ifthe domain of one of the variables it depends on (i.e. X such that c 2 C(X))has been modi�ed. This can happen only d times at most for each variable.As a constraint can only depend on a variables at most, it can be pushed intothe stack only a � d times. Therefore the while loop can be executed at mostm � a � d times. Within each execution of the loop, the only operations thatcan require more than a constant time are the computation of the range and thepushing of new constraints in the stack. At most k constraints can be pushed.The complexity of the range computation depends on the syntax of the range: ifonly min and max indexicals are used, then the operation is constant, if insteadone dom indexical range is used, then it may require d steps3. Considering a andk as constants, the complexity of algorithm Add(C) is therefore either O(md) ifonly min/max indexicals are used or O(md2) in the general case. As predictable,the worst-case complexity of our algorithm is the same as that of algorithm AC-5[17] on comparable constraints. For the more general Add(C; S) algorithm, thecomplexity is the same, considering m as jCj+ jSj. Although in the average casethe work to be done by this incremental algorithm will be less (because C isalready stable), in the worst case the addition of a single constraint can triggerrecomputations in the whole graph.3 If one considers an extended syntax where two dom indexical ranges are allowedwithin a range, then the range computation becomes quadratic in d. It can be shownthat using more than two dom indexicals does not bring extra expressive power.



4 Constraint DeletionConsider a constraint c of the form X in r to be removed in a store S. If V (c) 6= ;(that is, some variables are involved in its range), c may have been activated sev-eral times during the computation, e.g. each time the domain of any variable inV (c) is updated (via algorithm Add of the previous section), leading to sev-eral reduction of DX , the domain of X . Also, each reduction of DX may have(re)activated all the constraints in C(X), leading to further domain reductionsfor other variables. All these reductions { consequences of c {, and only theseones, have to be undone when c is deleted.To achieve this goal, �rst we recompute the domain of X in the store whichis the current one minus c. This could lead to a larger domain for X , if the re-striction imposed by c over X is not imposed by any other constraint. Then wepropagate this new domain for X through all constraints in C(X). This leadsto recompute new domains for all variables Y such that Y = cv(c0) for somec0 2 C(X). Thus now we have to deal with this variables as we do with X , thatis, we enlarge their domain and we propagate such enlargement through C(Y ).This phase ends when a stable state (w.r.t. domain enlargement) is reached. Theprevious steps could have enlarged the domains too much if we desire a partiallyarc-consistent state. Thus a subsequent phase where domains are reduced due tothe restrictions imposed by the currently present constraints is needed. This com-putation again ends when a stable state (w.r.t. domain modi�cation) is reached.Note that this second phase can be implemented via algorithm Add. Since thedomain enlargement phase is performed through the constraint network as longas domains should be enlarged, while it stops when reaching variables whosedomain is not a�ected by the deletion, we thus achieve our objective of minimalrecomputation of the store, as parts of the network independent of the deletionare not reconsidered.Our algorithm, called Del(C; c), deletes a constraint c of the form X in rfrom a set of FD constraints C. The algorithm works on the set of constraintsC�fcg, and C is assumed to be partially arc-consistent. Two stacks S and S0 areused: S to push constraints in the enlarging phase, and S0 to push constraintspointing to an enlarged variable and will be used in the later restricting phase.Enlarged variables are recognized via a marking.1. Dnew := DsX - (r - DX)2. if DX 6= Dnew3. then DX := Dnew4. forall c0 2 C(X) do push(c0) in S5. while S not empty do6. c := pop from S7. let c = Y in r8. compute r in the current store9. DY -old := DY10. DY := r \DsY11. if DY -old 6= DY



12. then mark Y13. forall c0 2 C(Y ) do push(c0) in S14. forall c0 2 C(Y ) s.t. cv(c0) is marked do push(c0) in S015. Add'(C � fcg; S0)Line 1 of the algorithm computes the domain of X in the store C�fcg. Thisis done by taking the initial value of such domain (DsX ) and eliminating from itthose elements that are not in DX because of constraints other than c. In fact,consider a partially arc-consistent set of FD constraints and a constraint X in rin such a set. If DX 6= r, then it has to be properly smaller by de�nition of partialarc-consistency. Let us then take the non-empty set S = (r�DX). The elementsin S are elements which are not present in DX but which would be allowed byconstraint c. Thus their absence from DX is caused by some other constraintc0 6= c. One could just write DX := DsX and the algorithm would produce thesame result, but less e�ciently. In fact, in that case, the values in (r - DX) wouldfor sure be deleted later by the algorithm, since some of the other constraints(and not the removed one) are responsible for their deletion from DX . If thedomain of X is not changed, then we have nothing to do, otherwise (line 2) weset the new domain of X (line 3) and start the enlarging phase. Line 4 pushesinto the stack all those constraints which depend on X (that is, which have X intheir range expression). Line 5 is the starting point of a while statement whichwill end only when the stack S is empty, that is, there are no more constraintsto reconsider for the enlarging phase. Line 6 and 7 extract one constraint fromthe stack S and give a shape to the popped constraint. Say it is Y in r. Line 8recomputes r in the current store. Due to the enlarged domain of X , r may nowhave a di�erent value than before. Line 9 records the current domain of Y (DY )in the variable DY -old. Line 10 enlarges the domain of Y to the newly computedvalue of r, being careful however to not enlarge DY more than its initial value. Ifthe domain of Y has been actually enlarged (line 11), we also have to propagatethe e�ect of this enlargement to other variables. More precisely, we have to markY (line 12) to record that it has been enlarged and push into the stack S all thoseconstraints which depend on Y (line 13). If instead the domain has not changed(line 14), then we have to add to the stack S0 all constraints c0 which dependon Y and constrain enlarged variables. Line 15 takes this stack S0 and use itto achieve partial arc-consistency and reach a stable state. In fact the enlargeddomains might have been enlarged too much and this phase is indeed requiredif we desire a partially arc-consistent state. This is achieved via the applicationof algorithm Add0, which is identical to Add, except that it only pushes intothe stack constraints pointing to marked variables. In fact the other variablesin the graph have not been enlarged and this part of the graph is therefore stillpartially arc-consistent.Theorem5 (termination). Given any set of FD constraints C, and any con-straint c 2 C, algorithm Del(C; c) terminates after a �nite number of steps.Proof. Since the initial domains of all the variables are �nite, each variable canbe enlarged only a �nite number of times. Each enlarging of a variable domain



pushes a �nite number of constraints into the stack S. Thus, after a �nite numberof steps S will be empty, and therefore the while loop will be over. Also fromTheorem 1 we know that line 15 takes a �nite amount of time. Thus, Del(C; c)terminates in �nite time. 2Theorem6 (equivalence). Given a set of FD constraints C and a constraintc 2 C, consider C 0 = Del(C; c). Then Sol(C�fcg) = Sol(C 0), where by C�fcgwe mean the set of FD constraints C where c has been deleted and all variableshave been restored to their initial domain.Proof. We already know, by Theorem 2, that algorithm Add does not changethe set of solutions. Therefore neither will line 15 of algorithm Del. The onlyother changes that are made during algorithm Del are in lines 1 and 10, whendomains are enlarged. The domains are not restored to their initial value but setto the intersection of their initial (static) value and a range (see line 10). Valuesthat are hence excluded are not allowed by that range and therefore cannotparticipate to any solution. Let us now consider the variables whose domainis not changed by Del. The �rst case is a variable that is considered in thewhile loop, but its domain is not enlarged by line 10. Then the same reasoningas above ensures that the excluded values cannot participate to any solution.The last case concerns a variable that is not even considered for enlarging. Thisimplies that all the variables adjacent to it have not been enlarged. Therefore allcurrent ranges of constraints pointing to such a variable are the same as thosethat have lead to the domain of that variable (since we assume that we startfrom a partially arc-consistent state). Hence all the values that are not presentin this domain are not allowed by the current ranges and thus cannot participateto any solution. 2Theorem7 (partial arc-consistency). Given a set of FD constraints C anda constraint c 2 C, consider C 0 = Del(C; c). If C is partially arc-consistent,then C 0 is so.Proof. This follows from the fact that line 15 of algorithm Del is an applicationof Add, restricted to the part of the graph which has been changed (enlargedvariables). As the rest of the graph has not been changed by lines 1 to 14, it isstill partially arc-consistent, as assumed. 2Theorem8 (order independence). Given a set of FD constraints C and aconstraint c 2 C, consider the application of algorithm Del(C; c) via a certainstrategy S1 to push constraints into S, resulting in a store C1. Consider also theapplication of the same algorithm to C via a di�erent strategy S2, resulting in astore C2. Then we have that C1 = C2.Proof. Stack S0 is only used in line 14, which behaves like Add. Thus by Theo-rem 3 we know that the order in which constraints are pushed into or poppedfrom such stack is not important. Consider now stack S. It is easy to see thatthe operation of domain enlargement is a closure operator. That is, it is idem-potent (that is, by performing the same enlargement on the same domain twice



nothing changes), extensive (that is, by enlarging a domain we always get abigger domain), and monotone (that is, if we start from a bigger domain, weget a bigger result). Classical results on closure operators state that they arecharacterized by their �xed points and not by the way such points are reached.Thus the statements of the theorem holds.2Since algorithm Del implements the deletion of a constraint c from a set ofFD constraints C, and produces the new set of FD constraints C 0 (we recall thata domain is again an FD constraint), it would be nice if one could prove thatthe information given by c is not present in C 0 any longer. That is, that C 0 6` c.However, this is unfortunately not true. In fact, consider the store containing theconstraints X = Y + 1, Y = Z + 1 and X = Z + 2 (actually, the store containstheir FD counterparts), and assume we delete X = Z + 2 via algorithm Del.Then it is possible to see that the resulting store still entails the informationthat X is equal to Z plus 2. This behaviour however is not due to the fact thatDel does not work well, but that the deleted constraint was indeed redundant,that is, it was entailed by the other constraints. Thus it is reasonable that itsdeletion does not change the set of constraints entailed by the store. Note thatthis behavior occurs also in other constraint deletion algorithms, like the one forclassical constraint solving described in [12]. More precisely, the formal generalstatement of the behaviour of Del w.r.t. entailment is as follows: given a set ofFD constraints C and two constraints c; c0 2 C (possibly c = c0), consider theset C 0 = Del(C; c). Then C 0 ` c0 if and only if (C � fcg) ` c0. The proof of thisstatement follows from the de�nition of entailment and from Theorem 6.Time Complexity. It is easy to see that lines 1 to 13 have the same structureas algorithm Add and therefore a similar complexity formula. However, let uscall m0 the number of constraints considered in this part of Del. It is easy tosee that this number is bounded by the number of constraints in the subgraphEG involving the enlarged variables and their immediate neighbors. Thus thecomplexity of lines 1 to 14 is either O(m0d) if only min/max indexicals are used orO(m0d2) in the general case. Note that line 14 only adds O(k) to each executionof the while loop and thus does not change the complexity. The last line ofalgorithm Del is Add0(C � fcg; S0), that is, an application of algorithm Add tograph EG (observe that constraints in S0 are in EG and that the de�nition inAdd0 forbid to go out from EG). Thus its complexity is again either O(m0d)if only min/max indexicals are used or O(m0d2) in the general case. Thereforethe complexity of the overall Del algorithm is O(m0d) in the restricted case andO(m0d2) in the general case. Note however that, even if in the worst-case m0is equal to m, most of the time it will be much smaller. The complexity of abatch algorithm, which will rebuilt C � fcg from scratch and apply partial arc-consistency (with the Add algorithm) is always O(md) in the restricted case andO(md2) in the general case.Example: Consider the following set of constraints :f X in 1..10, Y in 1..20, Z in 1..10, U in 1..10, V in 1..10,



X�Y , X=Z+1 , X6=5 , Y=Z+U , Y�V gThis translates in terms of FD constraints as follows :X in 1..10, Y in 1..20, Z in 1..10, U in 1..10, V in 1..10,X in min(Y)..in�nity, (1)Y in 0..max(X). (1')X in dom(Z)+1, (2)Z in dom(X)-1. (2')X in -f5g (3)Z in min(Y)-max(U)..max(Y)-min(U), (4)U in min(Y)-max(Z)..max(Y)-min(Z), (4')Y in min(Z)+min(U)..max(Z)+max(U). (4")Y in min(V)..in�nity, (5)V in 0..max(Y). (5')Let us �rst apply the Add algorithm for achieving partial arc-consistency.This reduces the domain of X, Y, Z, U and V as follows :f X in 2..4:6..10, Y in 2..10, Z in 1..3:5..9, U in 1..9, V in 1..10 gAssume now that constraint X6=5 is deleted. As the domain of X is enlarged to2..10 (cf. beginning of algorithmDel), X is marked and all constraints dependingon X (that is, 1' and 2') have to be reconsider and pushed to S. Let us considerthat 1' is popped �rst and recomputed. It does not change the value of Y,therefore only constraint 1 (because it constrains X) is reconsidered among thosedepending on Y (that is, 1, 4' and 5'), and therefore pushed into S0. Let us nowturn to 2'. This leads to the enlarging of Z, which is restored to 1..9; this variableis marked. Therefore all constraints depending on Z (that is, 2, 4' and 4") have tobe reconsidered and pushed in S. Also 2 is pushed into S0 because X is marked.Recomputing constraint 2 does not change the domain of X (but 2' is pushed inS0 because Z is marked), neither does recomputing 4' for U (but 4 is pushed in S0because Z is marked) nor does recomputing 4" for Y (pushing nothing more inS0, because 4 is already present). However reconsidering 4 does not change Z andno more constraints are pushed in S, that is then empty. Hence the �rst phaseof Del(X 6= 5) terminates. The second phase will recompute constraints in S0(i.e. 1, 2, 2' and 4), and restore consistency for marked variables, i.e. the domainof X will be reduced to 2..10 (by 2) and that of Z to 1..9 (by 2') Those changeswill not be propagated to variables outside the marked subgraph because therest of the graph is already stable. The second phase of Del(X 6= 5) thereforeterminates and the �nal constraint store is :f X in 2..10, Y in 2..10, Z in 1..9, U in 1..9, V in 1..10 gIt is worth noticing that it has not recomputed 5 nor 5', because Y and U havenot been a�ected by the deletion of X6=5. If there have been a larger part ofthe constraint network linked to Y and U, it would have been kept untouchedas well. This means that the recomputations involved by the constraint deletionare kept small, localized to the a�ected part of the network.
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